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An Evening of One
Act Plays is Staged
See Story p. 6

Grand Valley State
Buys Downtown Bar

GVSU Board of Control this Fri
day, subject to approval,” said
VanSIceland.
He said funds to purchase the
building came from interest in 
come from university operating
revenues. The building is slated to
be tom down in late February.
Edward Morr, owner of the
Happy Hour Bar declined to com
ment on the sale. It is known that
he is keeping the liquor license for
the bar.
The purchase of this additional
lot continues the growth of the
downtown campus. In March of
1987, Steelcase gave GVSU four
lots comprising 10 acres. The lots
donated are at 511W. Fulton, 400
W. Fulton, 25 Summer Avenue
NW. and 510 W. Fulton.
The building at 25 Summer
Avenue is being demolished and
will be made into a parking lot for
the university said GVSU expan
sion and development director
Doug Smith.

By Tim Syrek
News Writer

“Happy Hour” at Grand Valley
State University stems from the
purchasing of a bar that wi II lead to
an expansion of land-holdings near
the university’s downtown cam
pus.
In preparations for the future,
GVSU will spend SI60,000 to
purchase the Happy Hour Bar, at 7
Mt. Vernon Avenue NW said Ron
VanStecland, GVSU Vice Presi
dent of Finance and Administra
tion.
“The property had been on the
market for a long time,” said
VanSteeland. “We were surprised
that the property didn’t sell so we
negotiated with the owner for a
price that is acceptable to both
parties.”
The lot is directly adjacent to the
downtown campus said Van
Steeland. “We have buy-sell
agreement that will go before the

Police
Beat
On February 7, the Grand Val

Daily luncheon Spec
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Grand Valley State University will purchase the Happy Hour Bar for $160,000 It will be used to further
expand the campus donwlown.
Photo/Damon Smith
Hour Bar.
“The lot at 400 W. Fulton is ized plans.”
He said the current demolition
“The bar is in the middle of our
being leased to the Mueller Furni
ture Corporation and we are cur of the 25 Summer Avenue NW. property and was a good invest
rently soliciting tenants in lot at property will save the university ment in the future of Grand
511W. Fulton,” said Smith. “The money by having equipment al Valley’s downtown campus,” said
site at 510 W. Fulton is a train ready on site to demolish the Happy Smith.
depot and doesn’t have any final

r

ley Police arrested a former stu
dent fornine larcenies in the Men’s
Ficldhouse locker rooms.
The former student was origi
nally charged with larceny from a
building, a four year felony. In a
plea bargaining agreement, he has
agreed to pay restitution to the
victim’s of the larcenies. His
charges will be reduced to a two
year attempted larceny charge.
He will be affhjgncd in Ottawa
County Circuit Court on February
20.

Between February 6 and Febru
ary 10, ten property damage acci
dents occurred on campus.
One accident was caused by
failure to yield rightof way. Three
other accidents were hit and run.
No one in any of the accidents was
injured.
On February 9, a complaint was
made that a dixir window of a
parked car in Lot J was shattered.
Another complaint was made
on February 10. of a shattered door
window of a parked car in the
Ravines.
The police have no leads or
suspects and are not linking the
two incidents together.
On February 9, an officer no
ticed that a vehicle had driven oil
the edge of the parking area near
the ski hill and ended up with the
front tires in the pond. The driver
and a passenger were both cited
(or minor in possession.

Las Vegas Nile brought ou the gamblers last Saturday rught. The roulette wheel was the
center of attention as one student won 140 chips in one spin.
PhotoI Robert Cooley

Student
Reality
After four years of trying to

establish an on campus radio sta
tion, the plans are finally under
way.
The plans for the radio station
were slow due to the lack of space.
In recent, the Board of Control has
agreed to construct the station in
the front part of the Lanthorn of
fice.
In the past, Grand Valley had a
radio station called FM/WGVU
which folded in 1982. This station
then moved to the downtown dis
trict
The new station will be run by
WFNX which is a student organi
zation on the Campus of Grand
Valley. The station will be a Carry
Current Station which means it
will run throughout campus only.
The tentative program schedule
will be “alternative” music such
as: progressive, house music, new
wave and heavy metal. There will
be spotlight programs, campus
news and live coverage of events.
WFNX has a crew of about 30
students. “One of the main goals
for this group is to raise moneys to
fund for equipment," stated Dave
Snook, President of WFNX.
Snook commented. The group
we have lsextremely positive about
this program and I don’t see a
problem with funding.” They al
ready have some equipment that
has been donated by WGVU, along
with some albums and professional
support.
Qualified students arc welcome
to apply for positions with the new
radio stauon. Contact Dave Snook
at 895-6943.

Spring Break Towns Shunning Students
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(CPS)— Spring break
hasn’t in public aand
been what it used to be during the many to a hotel room.
Palm Springs, CA, is still smart
last three years. There have been
terrible riots in Pam Springs and ing from a 1986 riot in which hun
South Padre Island, a string of dreds of revelers ran wild, vandal
deaths in Daytona Beach and a ized property, threw rofcks; ripped
rigidcrackdownonpublicdrinking clothesoffwomenandbrieflytook
in Fort Lauderdale.
over the center of town. Students
Yet, though the size of the last spring were met with a show

welcome mat varies, most of the
traditional spring beak getaway
spots say they want students back.
Sort of.
Fort Lauderdale, FA, for
example, which once reigned as
the national magnet for those
looking forsun, sex and fun during
break, in 1987 passed a series o f /
strict new laws to punish students
whosleepon the beach,look drunk

offored. The police were empow
ered to ticket and arrest vacation
ers for public drunkenness and
rowdy behavior on the spot in
stead of letting officers use their
discretion to issue warnings.
The crackdowns have helped
drive students elsewhere.
Only about 20,000 students are
expected in Fort Lauderdale this
spring, city recreation
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sunerintendentSieve
superintendent
Steve Person savs.
says.
In 1985, about 350,00 students
descended on ;the resort, snarling
traffic, littering beaches, and
outraging local residents..
Person added the city is making '
no special attempt to invite students
this year, either.
Something like 10,000-15,000 -

do^h, and you can’t even do what
yotiwant,” added Schneer.whoof
coarse gets paid to lure students to
Mexico instead.
Nevertheless, some US resorts
still want students to come.
Some 230 miles up the Atlantic
coast from Lauderdale, Daytona

revelers are expected in Palm
Springs, city promotions director
Pam LiCalsi said.
“Palm Springs is way out,”
complained Chris Schneer, a
national sales representative for
College Tours, the largest spring
break operator for Mexico. “It’s
too strict, there are no crowds and
way too many police officers.”
The Florida resorts have become

Beach gladly has tried to fill the
void, spending about $40,000 on
marketing gimmicks to draw
students.
Although Daytona Beach has
had its share of petty crime and
major tragedy—since 1984, seven
people have died and 34 others
have been injured in falls from
hotel and motel balconies— city
officials are resolutely upbeat.

W e will print a summary of each meeting in
this space starting with this issue.
Dean of Students, Bart Merkle, was a guest
speaker. He explained the new student life fee.
The Student Life Fee is a proposed $20 fee to be
assessed to all students for both fall and winter
semesters, who have 12 or more credit hours. The
fee will be used for wages for a new student
activities office employee and student employees
in the student activities office, and the balance
will be allocated by the Senate for student
programing purposes. Using 1988-89 student
figures, the fee would generate $218,000 over
both the fall and winter semesters.
A second guest speaker, Robert Fletcher,
assistant vice president and dean of academic
services, explained a proposed registration fee.
This $25 fee would be assessed to all
undergraduate degree-seeking students beginning
with the summer 1989 semester. The money will
be used for data entry, drop/add, address
maintenance, i.d. card validation, and more.
Refinements to the registration system will
include a graduate audit, and touch tone
enrollment.

so riirid
rigid that “it’s
“it's really slowed

“Everybody’s getting better” at
“Everyboc
behaving civilly, Georgia Carter,
of the city’s tourist bureau,
maintains.
«-•
“Many citizens are curious to
see what goes on,” she adds.
“Others just avoid it.”
At South Padre Island off the
Gulf coast of Texas, the hosts are
similarly tolerant “Most of us
enjoy the student invasion,” says
Breeze Carlyle of the island’s
tourist bureau, “although we do
look forward to our survivors’
party in April.”
The beach town, which last
spring endured a violent riot has
“been real careful and (we) have
been able to learn from (other
reseats’) mistakes,” Carlyle said.
Traffic jams remain the island’s
biggest sprint break problem,
though Carlyle said the
inconvenience is minor in light of
the boom 300,000 student visitors
are to the local economy. To keep
the students happy, five new
nightclubs have opened.
. Mexico also is openly inviting
students.
Schneer estimates 40,00050,000 students will visit
Mazatlan, about 1,000 will go to
Puerto Vallarta and that Cancun,
the normally expensive east coast
resort that is try ing to recover from
a 1988 hurricane by promoting
itself as a spring break town for the
first time, will draw about 3,000
collegians.
Other vacation spot promoters
are staging events to keep visitors
lawfully entertained.

Guest speakers James Beeland, Allendale
treasurer, and James Curtis, Allendale Chamber of
Commerce representative, spoke to the Senate and
guests about the recent tornado that struck
Allendale, Illinois and Allendale, Michigan's
efforts to help them rebuild. The men encouraged
the Senate and the GVSU student body to
participate in a fund drive with a $5000 goal. The
city of Allendale has a goal of $10,000 of which
$2500 to $3000 has already been raised.
Everyone is welcome to attend Student Senate
meetings every Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Portside room of Kirkhof Center.

The Senatewould like to thank those of you who
participated in the S. O. R. T. meeting. Without your input,
it wouldn't have been a success. If you have further
questions or concerns please contact the Student
Senate office at 895-3231.
•

Please contribute to the Allendale to Allendale fund.

Fees and Task Forces the Question:
For only the second time in 5 years the ski hill
Go Hand in Hand
is open. Do you think people will use it?

By E ric C. Nietling
Editor in Chief

Fees, fees, fees.
I have to admit, I have heard enough about fees and task forces over
the past month and a half than I ever want to hear about for the rest
of my life.
Let's talk fees for a moment. First, there’s the Student Life Fee.
This is a good one seeing as how students didn't propose it. The
■ SLF was at first a student senate project, until it was shot down by a
Board of Control sub-committee last year.
This year, however, Dean of Students, Bart Merkle, stepped in and
took hold of the reins and guided the proposal through the
administration and will be on the Board's agenda this Friday.
Several changes in the proposal easily show that no students were
involved in the design. Last year, the proposal was for students to
pay $1 for each credit hour they enrolled for. This year it is a flat
$20. Since very few students take 20 credits, I only have to assume
that the extra dollars will be ciphoned into the new staff opening in
the student activities office.
The old proposal could have brought in approximately $250,000
per year for the senate, and the new proposal stands at roughly
$218,000 per year. The difference being the new staff opening worth
about $30,000.
Although, I like the old proposal better than the new one, a
question mark still remains in the back of my head. There has to be
a better way to go about doing this.
Fees, fees, fees.
The next order of business: Registration Fee. Hey, we probably
won’t have to worry about tuition going up as much as last year, but
the fees are adding up. Before I knew it, a tuition hike would've
sounded better for my wallet.
Everybody else has a Registration Fee, why can't GV? That's the
philosophy I've been hearing.
In an article that appeared in last week's edition, it was stated that
GV would still be 11th among the 15 Michigan four-year public
institutions after raising these fees. That's is only true if nobody else
raises their fees or tuition.
Sure we're a pretty inexpensive instiution when it comes to
enrolling. But just because everybody else is raising their fees,
doesn't mean we have to. Let's be 15th on that list.
Fees, fees, fees.
Now for the unknowns. The latest news is that orientation fees
and application fees will be on the rise. Take ease-you won't have to
deal with these. Freshmen will still come in thinking that they are
getting an inexpensive education.
Where is all this money going?!?
1 want to know what the university is going to do with all the
money it's going to save. That's right. Count it. $110,000 from
the student senate, plus the money saved from registration,
orientation and applications. IT HAS TO BE GOING
SOMEWHERE!
And then you hear about the tuition being raised another seven to
eight percent. And the latest-GVSU has bought a bar in downtown
Grand Rapids. I'm beginning to see a connection here. .
I'd like some answers. It seemed like the issue was being dodged at
the student senate meeting a few weeks ago. I think it’s lime to stop
looking out for the other guy and get some straight talk. Hey, it's
my money their talking about-and every other student's also.
Fees, fees, fees.
Fees. And just tiling, they all were unveiled by some sort of "Task
Force." Sounds like something out of a "Mad Max" movie doesn't
it? We could start with the SATF (Student Activities Task Force),
they are the ones responsible for setting a new student senate
allocation procedure^ I really don't understand why this T.F. is in
existence if they don't even know where they are going to be getting
their money from yet. Whether from the.SLF or the General Fund,
you're talking a difference in the ten thousands. How do you set up a
system, if you don't know what the system consists of?
Then, you got the CLTF (Campus Life Task Forse) set up in
1987. They originally setup the first decision for a SLF. And then
you could go on and on with TF's like the SDLRPTF (Slow/Davis
Long Range Planning Task Force). Oh, the list goes on.
I really think that this situation with new fees and the such should
be examined more closely by students and administration and faculty
together. This way all the issues will come out and a proposal could
be put out by the whole. The senate approved the SLF proposal, but
with some changcs-I wonder how far those additions will go.

LJ

Mike Dewan
Sr. Marketing
“Sure, I ski recreationally. I
think it would be good for the
ski team, even though their
season is over.”

Tammy Dykhouse
Jr. Art
“I suppose if it is open, begin
ners will. I ski, but from what I
have heard it’s (the hill) small.”

Pete Phelan
Jr. Facilities Management
“Yes, I would use it If I didn’t
use it for skiing I’d at least use it
for sledding. It would be good
for snow boarding too.”

Scott Barnum
Sr. Business
“I should hope so. I don’t know
why not since it is here on
campus. I would but I can’t
because my leg is broken.”

Kathrin Vogel
Sr. History
“If I lived on campus I would
use it, but Cannonsburg is closer
for me.”

Wendy McCormick
So. Communications
“Yes, I think it will be a nice
form of recreation for people to
get out and away from studying.
It hasn’t been open for a while
and it is something local. If I
have time I’ll use it.”
I

PhotosI Christina Hueber
Interviews/ Andy Karafa

Physical Therapy
Program Gets a Boost
Page 4 The Lanlhom February 15,1989

By Pam Thompson
News Writer

Grand Valley’sphysical therapy
program will receive a donation from
The National Association of
American Business Clubs
(AmBuC’s) on February 21 to help
purchase a new piece of testing
equipment, the Cybex II.
The Cybex II is used primarily
fortesting. It has the ability test any
major muscle group. The Cybex II
is also used for muscle strength and
rehabilitation. Presently, the PT
program is using an Orthotron,
which is basically the same as the
Cybex II, but used primarily for
rehabilitation.
Last year, Gordon Alderink,
assistant professor in the School of
Health Sciences, started looking into
buying a used Cybex II. He found a
two year old Cybex II for
approximately $20,000, a new
Cybex II cost nearly $40,000. The
Cybex n had been used by a large
private practice in Chicago who
wanted to sell it and purchase a
newer model, the Cybex HI-40.
When he found the used Cybex
n, he proposed the idea of buying it
to the Director of Health Sciences.

Alderink also wentto outside sources
to raise money for the equipment.
AmBuC’s isanon-profitnational
organization that raised money to
help the handicapped. They donate
to the Indian Trails camp on Lake
Michigan Drive, give scholarships
to senior PT students and donated
half of the cost of the Cybex II.
There are 15-20 Chapters of
AmBuC’s in the Grand Rapids,
Holland, Grand Haven and
Muskegon areas. Six chapters are
holding a dinner at which the Grand
Rapids’ branches will present a
$1,000 check to the Grand Valley
physical therapy program. Other
branches will also be donating
money.
In more recent years, AmBuC’s
has gone from helping individuals
to helping groups.
“You can have a larger impact
on the handicapped population if
you get into education and physical
therapy programs,” said Alderink.
The PT program hopes to get the
Cybex n by mid March. Mainly,
students in the Physical Therapy
Program will learn how to use die
equipment. It will also be used fra
research purposes.

Colleges Bombed

(CPS>— Someone is planting
bombs around the Oregon State
University Campus.
Four bombs have been discovered
on and near the Corvallis campus

“Someone could have been
killed... we’re definitely
investigating this since it’s a lifethreatening incident,” CravaDisCity
Police Ll Dean Freedman said of

a pipe bomb, exploded, blasting a
dumpster and a car parked nearby.
Oregon Stateisn’tthe only campus
to have problems with explosives.
Bomb threats have disrupted Pacific
Union College, Michigan State
University, Harvard and the
University of Califomia-Santa
Barbara in recent weeks.

The pipe bomb tore two large
holes in the metal dumpster outside
the Sigma Kappa sorority on the
OSU campus.and blew smaller holes
in a nearby parked car.
Pipe bombs also were found in a
park near the campus January 8, and
by maintenance crews January 24,
near a campus basketball court

THE
LANTHORN
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«o O SU bom bing.

Last week's snow left only the foundations to marvel at on the form er site o f the Pheonix Factory. Grand
Valley State University ordered the building torn down last October. A parking lot will be constructed on
the now empty land for students attending classes at the Eberhard Center starting next the fa ll semester
PhotolDamon Smith

Class of '99 Uses Library Now

Tim Syrek
News Writer
Scott Kinney didn’t know much
about Grand Valley State University
before Wednesday, but after a day
of learning how to write a research
paper he is happy to go back to 6th
grade for a while.
“It’s a little early to be concerned
with college. I don’t want to grow
up yet,” said the 12-year-old
Fruitport Middle School student
He participated in a class trip to
utilize the university’s library for
research papers. Kinney’s research
paper deals with the horrors of
airplane hijacking.
“My father is a pilot and I get
concerned when he is flying,” said
Kinney. “I wanted to write about
something useful and important to
me.n

Tom Clarke, teacher at Fruitport
said he has been bringing the class
to Grand Valley for five years to use
the library.
“The students are writing research
papers and our library often doesn’t
have enough information fra the
kids, so we come to Grand Valley,”
said Clarke.
He said students are in a class for
the “gifted and talented.” They pick
anews story that both interests them
and is unique. After they pick a
topic students write a thesis for their
paper, their paper must include
footnotes, bibliography, be typed
double space and be six pages long.
He said student topics range from
the Challenger explosion to the
assassination of PresidentKennedy.
Adrienne Christopher, 12, says
she is writing her paper about the

motivation behind child abuse.
“I want to find out what kind of
person would abuse their child. It
scares me to think that someone
could kill their child,” said Christo
pher.
She said that the recent news sto
ries about child abuse like the Joel
Steinberg trial has given her a lot of
information on the subject.
“I am using magazines and
newspapers as sources fra my
paper” she said. “There is only one
real no-no in our research,
encyclopedias have been outlawed.”
Correction: Last issue an error
appeared in the story Donation
Plans Are Underway. “The
Student Senate’s goal to reach $5
million” should have been $5
thousand, alro "$10 million”
should have been $10 thousand.

The Lanthorn is a student- run weekly publication. The majority of
its revenues are raised through the sale of advertising. The opinions
expressed in The Lanthorn do not necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley
State University.
_
The Lanthorn's deadline for all ad material is 5 p.m. THURSDAY.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, Main
Campus, Allendale Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120. Subscripts
to The Lanthorn are available for $12 per school year. Make all checks
payable to "The Lanthom-GVSU'."
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Critical
Focus
Critical

By Andrew Kar

My Dog
Bob Chips
in on Las
Vegas Nite

O th e r

By Robert Bennett
Features W riter

The 1986 remake of The Fly angry at his father, and angry his
would have been a mediocre blood helplessness.
and guts horror flick had not Jeff For this film, this approach works
Golblum and Geena Davis been as in a way that it would not have in the
good as they were. Goldblum was first film. Daphne Zuniga does a
especially powerful as Seth Brundle, - surprisingly impressive job as
a scientist who finally learns how to Martin’s love. She brings warmth
live but finds it taken from him by a and humanity to what is almost
always a thankless role. Lee
horrible mistake.
Now buzzing along is The Fly II, Richardson plays the role of the
with Eric Stoltz (Mask) in the role industrialist Bartok, a cold, heart
of Martin Brundle, son of Seth. And less bastard that adds a villainous
my.isn’theabigboy! Attheageof dimension to a story that would
five, Martin has matured to about otherwise be a substandard retell
the age of twenty, and he has been ing of the first film.
adopted by Mr. Bartok (Lee The Fly II goes far in maintaining
Richardson), the head of the com some of the somber, closed mood of
the first, yet we slowly see the mood
pany that his father worked for.
open
as we see Martin open up.
He has not been told the complete
Even
though
it is a sequel, I cannot
story of his father’s death, and is not
aware of what could happen— until make a direct comparison between
it starts happening (well with aname The Fly II and the first film because
like The Fly II, you think nothing’s it does to much to declare itself as its
gonna happen?) Scared, caught off own film. What I can and will say
guard, hurt, and betrayed, but smart, is The Fly II does notquite equal the
Martin uses his wits and resources quality of the first film, but it is a
to search for a way to use the tele very entertaining movie in its own
right.
pods to cure himself.
Stoltz is no Goldblum, and fortu Critical Crumbs: Next week we
nately doesn’t try to be. Instead of. hope to have Dangerous Liaisons
reacting to his change with his with Glenn Close and John Malkovfather’s bad humor, Martin gets ich.
angry; angry at being manipulated,

Stephen King admits, “He’sbetter
than lam now.” Who is he referring
to? Obviously, none other than
Clive Barker. Well, I’m not so sure
about better, maybe a little bit
grosser. One thing is for certain;
Clive Barker has one hell of a twisted
mind! A great example proving my
point is InThe Flesh, a collection of
four short stories.
The first story deals with convict
^Cleveland Srmthandhis new burtkmate, Billy Tate. Unfortunatly for
Smith, Tate has an extraordinary
power, one that could take them
both to hell, In The Flesh.
The second story, The Forbid
den , deals with a photographer from
a nearby university who stumbles
upon a big mystery. Someone or
something, called the Candyman, is
committing vicious murders. The
trademark weapon: a hook hand.
The motive: to make Freddy
Kruegar look like a major wimp.
The Madonna, the third story, has
I I I I I 1 f •' * • I I I J H l M f l l M

two businessmen checking out old
abandoned buildings. But, in the
depths of one of the buildings, they
encounter strangely beautiful
women who seduce them into a
ritual of macabre sexuality. Shortly
after, the men wake up to find
themselves transformed into
women, and their new goddess is
the Madonna.
Story number four, Babel's
Greek asylum. A group of wise
men from all over the world hold a
frog race to decide the fate of the
world, but all goes to hell when a
revolt starts.
Being disgusting is fine,but Clive
Barker just doesn’tseem to measure
up to Stephen King. Suspense is the
missing element, or perhaps 1 just
like King toomuch. Whatever it is,
In The Flesh is a delightfully scary
novel, not for people with weak
stomachs.
« • ■■• I I I 4 4 4 1 l l l l » 4 4 4 l l l » 4 i l

The sky laughed furiously and
Last Saturday night the Student voices screamed oaths in my head. ing your favorite tonight Bobby;
Activities office kicked off the 1989 1 tried t6 fight the force, but it was fried chicken and watermelon.”
Winter Carnival with Las Vegas useless. Slowly consciousness “Is that supposed to be some kinda
joke?!” I barked.
Night The games featured were seeped from my body...
blackjack, roullette, razzle dazzle, I awoke with a start There was a The Brady family looked at me in
dirty queens, and the money wheel. big hairy sheepdog licking my face. horror. Nobody ever hollered
Among the prizes given away were Waitaminute! I know this dog, it’s. around here. Finally, Mike came
and.put his hand on my shoulder.
an all-expense paid trip to Las Vegas, .. it’s ...
“Look
Bobby, I think we better talk
a two- night stay at the Marriott “Bobby!” a voice rang. “Bobby,
Hotel, gift certificates to such what are you doing laying in the things out.”
“Only if you don’t make me get a
resteraunts as the Goalpost and mud?”
hairdo
like Peter’s.”
T.G.I.Fridays, and items and gift I looked around and gradually the
All
of
us filed into the den.
certificates from the University voice came into focus. “Mrs.
“Bobby,”
Mr. Brady began, “I
Book Store.
Brady?”
seem
to
notice
you have developed.
Student response to Las Vegas “‘Mom’, to yoii;" she laughed
».
a
certain
sensitivity
lately. Your
Night was tremendous, and all who sweetly. “Now you go in and wash
mother
and
I
are
very
worried.”
came enjoyed a fun-filled evening up for supper.”
of excitement and sometimes Bewildered, I got up. Fivemin- “I’m black,” I explained.
heartbreak as they won big and lost utes ago I had been an average black Cindy started laughing. “There’s
no such thing, silly. They’re not
even bigger.
man and now somebody turned me allowed in this neighborhood.”
Even the dealers were caught up into Bobby Brady. I was p.o.’d.
in the excitement, at the roullette There was my stupid toother, All of a sudden, there was aknock
and dirty queen tables screams could Greg, mowing the lawn. “Greg!” I on the door. It was Alice’s boy
Sam the butcher. He came
often be heard exclaiming another screamed, “Why are you mowing friend,
over
and
handed me a bag. “I heard
*big winner!”
.
astroturf? W here are th aclippingsl? .
The gambling ran from seven to This stuff hasn’t grown in 19 epi “Thanks, Sam.”
ten o’ clock with a huge line at the sodes!”
I looked in the bag, it was a tin of
chip cash-in at the box office. Some 1went to the bathroom and put on “chitlins”.
big rollers cashed in hundreds of some fresh looking clothes. “Get out!” I screamed.
chips while others hit skid row and “Where’s the Murray’s Hair Po I had just had enough. I ran out
cashed in no more than ten chips. made," I bawled. Nobody an into the yard.
Las Vegas night ended with an swered.
_
“There’s no place like home!” I
auction of all the donated items and I walked down the hall. “Where screamed
as I kicked the dog three
several flashlights. Friend bid are your groovy polyester pants and times. “There’snoplacelikehome!”
against friend in this high-stakes dacron polo shirt?” Marcia asked. Something must have happened
race to get the cream of the crop “I’m black.” I explained
because I woke up in a pan of tuna
among the prizes. Even the losers’ “Okay.. .well, you play nice.” casserole.
spirits were lifted to see the Istaggeredintothekitchen. There I’m moving back to the Partridge
excitement of this event
was Alice, in all her splendor, fuss
After all the commotion had died ing around the stove. “We’re hav Family.
down many participants left Kirkhof
Center, but more stayed to see the
evenings headlining act My Dog
Bob. The progressive rock band
took the stage at eleven o’ clock
after the auction and played on for a
few hours with breaks.
Again the student response was
overwhelming as the dance floor
was packed full of students bumping
and grinding to the rythyms of
R.E.M., Depeche Mode, and New
Order, to name a few. As an By Kristoffer Gair
interesting contrast, during the
upbeat dance rhythm, but soon'gets
breaks the Student Activities office * * * New Order-Technique
chose to play selections from such New Order made one of the best lame in the next few tracks.
bands as Guns N ’ Roses, providing New Music albums in 1987 with Unfortunatly, the second side fares
alternative to the progressive Substance, a collection of old and the same. The result: some great
tracks ranging from L981 technoNew Wave tunes and some
band as more students joined the new ^fiacKTTangmg
through
1987. Technique, the latest limp#$*%! Still and all, not a bad
dance floor to dance to the heavy
effort,
is
difficult to criticize. On album. The music hasn’t matured
metal blaring out of the speakers.
one
hand,
there is nothing any, but then, does it have to when
All in all the evening was highly
remarkably
differentbetween
itand it sounds this good?
enjoyable. With any luck at all, Las
Substance.
The
music
all
sounds
Vegas Night will become an annual
tradition, maybe even every the same. On the other hand, it may * * * * Near Dark-Soundtrack
i angerine Dream isn’t a stranger
semester! Those who attended got sound the same, but it sure pleases
in the soundtrack world. In fact,
much more then their money’s the ears!
worth, and those who didn’t attend I’ve heard some say that the lead they’ve done music for the films
missed out on one of the best nights singer can’t sing worth "a damn, Wavelength, Legend, Thief, and
which maybe true, but when you’re Risky Business. Apart from their
of the year.
as
rich as he is, well... The album
Final grade, Las Vegas and My
See SOUND ADVICE, p.6
starts
off strong with First Time, an
Dog Bob— A+!
a b o u t y w n m o e p r o b l e m t i e s a id .
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S*T*A*G«E Hits the Boards with Three Student One-Acts
By Andrew Kar
Features W riter

The result of several months of
hard work and anticipation was
unveiled Friday as thecurtain went
up on An Evening of Student OneAct Plays, the first project from
the fledgling Student Technicians
and Actors Guild for Entertain
ment (S*T*A*G*E) Overall their
programs ran extremely well, and
the plays themselves were enter
taining. Looking at each of the
plays individually demonstrates
the strengths and weaknesses of
the playbill.
The opening play, Gallery of
Fantasy, holds several distinctions.
It is the most bizarre play pre
sented. It is also the most convo
luted play. The story combines the
desire of a being which is not
human to become human, and the
very human desire for revenge.
Several of the characters go
through emotional outbursts that
have no strong motivation. A good
example was Melissa Yonkers’
Flapper and her outburst and at
tack on Teresa Howard’s Noble
woman. We , the audience, were
unable to see the reason for the

intensity of the Flapper’soutburst.
Gallery of Fantasy’s most tragic
flaw was the mood it attempted to
set. The plot involves the desire of
a Statue (Mary Kate Barley) to
become mortal.
To accomplish this, it had to
exchange bodies with a human.
The means by which Statue
achieves its goal are less than
honorable, and seem downright
sinister. Yet the players created a
semi-comic mood, completely
ignoring this sinister conclusion,
and what it says about the charac
ters.
This odd mood, and the uneven
emotions and acting served to
undermine and obscure the beau
tiful theme of what we consider
human. These problems have the
effect of completely overshadow
ing the excellent costumes and
stagecraft presented,.
Once Upon a Fairy Tale is a
bold attempt at drama that almost
always succeeds. Set up as a flash
back of a couple, Jake and Marci,
who married out of college and
found that their life together was
not the fairy tale they expected, it
holds together with strong, appro
priate dialogue and an interesting

narration.
Daniel Tylman and Karen
Towersey play the reminiscing
couple, whileSherryLingerfeltand
Chris Dingman are the couple as
they were in the past. The play is
intelligent, with characters that
deal with one another as adults in
an adult world, playing adult
games. The theme, a classic, is of
breaking up and starting over for
two people who can not live up to
their high ideals.
Such a theme was extremely
easy to relate to, with emotions
and events that most adults can
identifywith. The director, Tracey
Byington, has a great understand
ing of the circumstances that she is
describing.
The performance had two
flaws, however. The actors at
times seemed too self-conscious
to be accepted as the adults they
portrayed. This caused several
points in the play meant to be
serious, to strike the audience as
humorous. In addition, Chris
Dingman had difficulty convey
ing the emotions of Jake in a flash
back scene, which is the bulk of
the play. It was left to Daniel
Tylman, as the narrator Jake, to

convince us of those emotions when the cast presented a delight
during the scenes. Nevertheless, fully nutty study hall.
Combined with some creative
the play is entertaining and wellwritten, and well worth seeing for stagecraft and positive direction,
“Poetic Hearts" was the perfect
its honest impact
The final play, Poetic Hearts, is ending on the playbill.
With the opening of these onea delightful comedy set in a high
acts,
S*T*A*G*E shows a great
school in the ‘50’s. Here, Chris
deal
of
promise. I hope we will sec
Dingman demonstrates his real
acting skill, fitting into his charac more productions from this very
ter like a kid into a pair of well- talented group.
The shows will be presented
worn sneakers. The ease that Ding
man shows in his character holds again this weekend, wi th an 8 p.m.
true for the rest of the cast, espe performance Saturday, Feb. 18,
cially Brent Tap as Ike and Rick and a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday,
Pinckney as the super-slick Feb 19.
Frankie. Dingman and Rick Pickney play off one another in a
Correction: In last week’s
mannerreminiscentofRitchieand
S*T*A*G*E
article, It was reported
Fonzie from Happy Days.
Other real delights were the that S*T*A»G*E went to many stu
teachers played by Lori Greene, dent organizations. They actually
Matt Thrun, Eric Hund, and Cari made direct appeals to the Greek
Morrison, A real high point was organizations only.
SOUND ADVICE
From p. 5
highly successful solo albums, a
new status of success has been
reached.
The mood of Near Dark and the
music are what help attribute to
both the m ovie’s and the
soundtrack’s overall impact, the
music itself is low frequency at

times, producing a cold sweat, and
fast, dark, and furious at others,
producing a quickened pulse.
Highlights arc Rain in the Third
House and Bus Station. There arc
no lyrics used in the tracks, just
synthesizers and guitcr, the New
Age type of musical instruments.
If you’ve seen the film, don’t be
left without the soundtrack!

WE’VE GOT
THE JOB
FOR YOU. GOLD
„ THE SPRING
RUSH IS ON!
Your P ostal & P ackaging
C onvenience C enter . . .
Express Postal Centers Is your one slop
convenience cantor lor postal,
packaging and communications
services Clean and professional, witli a
friendly stall dial smiles, says 'thankyou,' and really means it

From UPS shipping to overnight
expross facsimile, EXPRESS POSTAL
CENTERS Is Uia one soivice lor alt ol
your needs
• Custom PackagmgiSupplies
• Mai Forwarding
• Desk Top Publishing
- Photocopying’Coloi Copies
- Key Dupkcalion
• Business Cards t More

...........

- United Paicot Seivlce
Postal Seivices
Emery Worldwide
24 hour Piivale Mailboxes
Facsimile Services

... ’r\ a m nnKT
I Vv . /T

4335 Lake Mich. Dr. N.W.
(In Slandale Village Mall)
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504

(616) 791-9500

S e rv ic e s T h a t Save Y ou T im e t

The Peace C orps is an exhilarating tw o year ex
perience that will last a lifetime.
W orking at a professional level that ordinarily
m ight take years of apprenticeship back hom e,
volunteers find the career grow th th e y ’re looking for
and enjoy a unique experience in the developing
w orld.
International firm s and governm ent agencies
value the skills and know ledge m astered-during
Peace C orps service.

$75 $50 $25
OFF OFF OFF
18K 14K 10K

W

Peace Corps representatives will be holding an information table
TODAY from 9 am until 5 pm, Kirkhof Center - lobby
See the NEW Peace Corps movie "Let It Begin Here”
TODAY at NOON & 7 pm, Kirkhof Center
1-800-533-3231
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ACROSS

36 W ander
36 Olne
1 Cry
39 Edible seed
4 Vessel
40 King of Bashan
8 Somersault:
41 Hign mountain
colloq.
42 Antlered animal
12 M acaw
43 Cover
45 Towel
13 Courageous
person
Inscription
14 Japanese native 46 Merrim ent
15 Bigger
47 Hypothetical
force
19 Half an em
46 Footlike part
20 Scottish cap
49 W altzed
52 Singing voice
21 W ager
54 Not subdued
22 StlH
56 Anger
23 Barracuda
57
Lifeless
25 Sailor: colloq.
26 H ebrew letter
58 God of love 59 Ordinance
27 Organ of
hearing
DOWN
20 W eight of India
29 Ill-natured:
1 Sodium chloride
colloq.
2 Anglo-Saxon
32 Article
money
33 Bird
3 Trade
35 Football pos.
4 Son of Noah

1
12
i5

2

1

The
Weekly

Photo
of

Crossword
Puzzle

5 That woman
6 Negative prefix
7 Force
8 Cooling device
9 Roman 51

10 Arrow poison
11 Football kick
16 Ship channel
18 Near
21 Containers
22 Affirmative
23 Oceans
24 Gasp for breath
25 Beverage

by

Nixon

26 Animal’s foot
28 Secret agent
29 Negative
30 Woody plant
31 Period of time
33 Sink in middle
34 Knock
37 Land measure
39 Writing
implement
41 Passageway
42 Press for
payment
43 Burden
44 Unemployed
45 That man
46 Novelties
48 Seed container
49 Paid
50 Pitching stat.
51 Condensed
moisture
53 Symbol for
tantalum
55 Either

by
Paula
Sarvis

Kenneth R. Venderbush Student Leadership
Award Nominations
Nominations for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student
Leadership Award are due in the Dean of Students
Office (209 Kirkhof Center) no later than 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, March 1, 1989. The Kenneth R. Ven
derbush Student Leadership Award will be presented
to a senior at the Awards banquet on Wednesday,
April 12.
Candidates must meet the following criteria: (1) be a
full-time enrolled senior (12 semester hours) during
winter semester; (2) demonstrate significant contri
butions to student life, committee involvement, stu
dent organization/residence hall/athletic leadership
and participation; and should be in good academic
standing. Academics should be balanced with extra
curricular involvement and should reflect a solid
performance by the individual.

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
Rut...You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
*PLASMA donors provide Source PI.ASMA, ihc fluid poriion
of blood, for the prcpnrnlion of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis H, hemophilia, burn and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.
* All PLASMA donors must pass a physician administered
physical exam before donating, ns well as pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require / A U2 hours of your tune.

You can earn $25.00 and help others
by donating plasma twice each week.

Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
241-6335

Discover all the reasons why
Butterworth is the best place
to begin your nursing career
Butterworth is a leader in health care for many reasons. We're recognized as the area's most
progressive facility. We're experiencing a growth mode as a result of continuing financial and patient
census stability. And our additions to support staff give nurses more time for direct patient
involvement, more time to put their skills to full use and more time to enhance their expertise.
Other reasons to choose Butterworth include financial incentives. Our recent major pay rate
increases, Pay for Performance Program, Most Valuable Professional Program and SOAR program for
employee suggestions ensure nurses of ongoing financial growth and reward.
And when it comes to career options, we are well known for our tertiary specialties which include:
cardiology, cardiovascular surgery, high risk obstetrics, microsurgery, neonatology, oncology,
pediatrics and trauma. In keeping with our standing as a major teaching institution, we are pleased
to offer nurses the support of more Clinical Nurse Specialists than ever.
An excellent orientation program prepares you to practice at your highest level. A 6 to 14, week one
to one preceptorship plus unit based classes give you a well-rounded experience. We’ll also support
you with your Slate Boards. Butterworth is offering Review '89 free of charge for all new grads hired
at the hospital.
Our outside environment is a great incentive loo. Butterworth is located in Grand Rapids, Michigan's
second largest city and the gateway to the state’s beautiful northern recreationai area. It also
features one of the lowest cost-of living rates in the country.
Butterworth Hospital is always interested mi hearing from new and soon to graduate nurses. For
more information on career opportunities, call or send your resume to Bobbie N eal or Sandy
Groot, Nurse R ecruiters, B u tterw o rth H ospital, H um an Resources D epartm ent, 100
M ichigan N.E., Grand Rapids, M ich ig an 49503. (6 1 6 ) 774 1760. Equal opportunity employer

& Butter?wonth
T!
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Dick Flanders- In Appreciation
of A Rare Gift and a Rare Man

“What we're doing, essentially, that the skull showed evidence of
is filling in the mortar around the rehealing. Their scientific analysis
Guest Features W riter
bricks of history,” Flanders says also concluded that the individual
On Wednesday, February 1, an of the discipline of Anthropology. lived for several weeks after the
Grand Valley’s faculty, admin event. This paper is good example
open house, Festschrift and dinner
were held to celebrate the istrators and staff workers filled of how archaeologists can
contributions Grand Valley the lab to overflowing during the reconstruct a significant event in
Professor of Anthropology/ open house hours. There were also the life of an individual who left no
Archaeology, Dr. Richard E. guests such as the State Archae other historical account.
The second paper was presented
Flanders, has made to the Grand ologist, Dr. John Halsey, the entire
and
written by Mike Murphy, a
staff
of
the
Western
Michigan
Valley and greater community over
former
student of “Doc’s” tided
University
Anthropology
Depart
the past twenty-five years. Dr.
“Lithics
From the Zemaitis Site,
ment
represented
by
Department
Flanders is now primarily on
Ottawa
County,
Michigan.”
. medical leave due to an extended Chair Dr. Robert Sundick, Dr. Jim
Grand
Valley
Professor of
McCleland from Michigan State
illness.
Biology
Carl
Bajema
did not
Festivities began in the basement University who did much of the
of Lake Michigan Hall in the early work on the Norton Mounds present his actual paper, but took
the opportunity to convey his
Anthropology Lab from 2-4 p.m. with Flanders.
Also present were Gordon Olsen appreciation to Dick and the full
with an Open House. Examples of
the artifacts unearthed by Flanders, from the Grand Rapids Historical lecture hall for his colleague and
past and present students of Society, members of Coffinberry for Flanders’ having inspired him
Anthropology and Archaeology, and a representative group of past to participate in the research of
student and community members and present students including Blendon’s Landing. The paper to
of the Wright L. Coffinberry Carol Burton who has returned to be published in the Journal of
Chapter of the Michigan Grand Valley as a graduate to co Forest History is titled
Archaeological Society arid teach this semester’s course in “Archaeology Meets B iology and
colleagues were on display for North American Archaeology with History in the Grand River Valley,”
faculty and staff members and Flanders. “I think we have an and has already been dedicated to
excellent program,” states Flan Professor Flanders. The paper is
invited guests.
Among the most recent and ders, “this is evident by the num on theworkatBlendon’sLanding.
At the end of the Festschrift,
popular finds displayed was Smitty ber of students that graduate from
the Mastodon. Smitty was Grand Valley to go on to Masters President Lubbers presented Dr.
Flanders’ with Grand Valley’s
discovered during construction and Doctorate degrees.”
He also noted that a good deal of Twenty-five Year Service Award
excavation at a home site in
Grandville in October of 1985. the credit being bestowed on him and the Distinguished Contribution
Since then Smitty has been on belongs to the students. “I can’t In A Discipline Award on behalf
display at the Muskegon Museum, think of a time when we didn’t of the university as well as Dick’s
a small display and presentation have just a cracker jack group of colleagues.
During the opening ceremonies
forthe Michigan Historical Society students (in the Anthropology/
at Grandville Museum, and he has Archaeology Program).” Also at the dinner held in the Oak Room
been an ambassador opening the attending the celebration of following the day’s events,
door to pre-history to countless Flander’s accomplishments were President Lubbers took the
area high schools in presentations his wife, Marliss, his mother Mrs. opportunity to express the opinion
given by Flanders and member of Myrtle Flanders, family members, of so many that Dick Handers has
friend and colleagues.
the lab.
the rare giftof having been equally
Much of the artwork respected by both students and
Smitty is now housed in the Lake
Michigan Lab in a permanent incorporated in the displays was colleagues.
Following appreciative speeches
display case designed by Grand done by Chris Jucll, an Art Major
Valley arch itect,. Greg also studying Anthropology. There by Prof. Jackie Johnson, Provost
Houghtaling, and set up by John are many seemingly unrelated Glenn Niemeyer, Dr Anthony
Sarge, an interested community disciplines utilized and Travis, Dean of Social Sciences;
volunteer, lab assistant Mary incorporated by the field: Art and Dr. Donald Williams, Chair of the
Bradley, and members of the lab. Design, Psychology, Sociology, Departmentof Social Thoughtand
Though “Doc” feels Smitty a History and even Computer Public Affairs, and colleague Prof.
significant find, he has other Science arejust a few.
Walton Koch, Handers received a
The Festschrift began at 5:15 in Special Tribute from the Stale of
favorites: “More interesting to me
is the work we’ve done at room 176 Lake Michigan Hall. A Michigan for having enriched
Blendon’s Landing and Festschrift is “a collection of knowledge of Michigan’s past.
Spoonville.” Representative articles by colleagues, former Handers was also presented with a
artifacts from these sites were also students, etc. of a noted scholar, twenty-five year emblem, a rib
on display. Blendon’s Landing is published in his honor.” (Webster) boned bronze copy of the Grand
an historic (modem) site located The event was presided over by Valley seal by President Lubbers,
on the Faculty Club property of Grand Valley President Arend D. beginning a new Grand Valley
our own university. The site is Lubbers. The firstpaperpresented tradition, and was presented with
significant in lending clues to the was by Dr. Flanders himself, “A several gifts of appreciation.
Possible Case of Bear Mutilation
lifestyle of our own community.
Through out the day’s events,
The Spoonville site is located From Newaygo County, Dr. Handers repeatedly expressed
on private property near Nunica, Michigan.” The paper discussed a his appreciation for the many
and was the home trade center for human skull found yars ago. As students that have been so much a
Woodland period Indians. On the skeletal materials were being part of his career. This article is
display were examples of the lithics reassembled by the Lab strange one student’s expression of
(stone tools) made from both native grooves in this calvarium (skull appreciation for all that I have
and imported flint, pottery of native cap) were noted. Many skulls are learned from Dick Flanders. I know
and borrowed styles, and surprising kept in the Lab for comparative I speak for many in doing so.
artifacts like water vessels made purposes, and when Dr. Flanders
from ocean shells from the Gulf in used the skull of an adult black
Florida. Both the Blendons and bear, fitting the teeth across the
Spoonville sites have been grooves and puncture mark, it fit PUZZLE SOLUTION
explored for approximately twenty perfectly. “I had just seen a
years under the tutelage of National Geographic special where
Flanders. Dick was also (Archaeologist) Philip Tobias had
instrumental in the excavation of demonstrated similar marks on the
the Norton Indian Mounds in skull of an Australopithicine with
Grand Rapids early in his career. the jaw of a leopard—I guess 1
This is the last remaining mound have togive them credit.. Wayne
site in the area, rich in cultural State’s School of Medicine
significance in the earliest history confirmed Dr. Flander’s suspicion,
of West Michigan.
By Jan Woollett

Dr. Richard Flanders
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Pleasure
Island has full
and part time
positions for students
living in WEST MICHIGAN.
On-campus interviews are being
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Laker Men See Perfect Weekend

Grand Valiev Defeats U.P. Schools
By Mark Halstead
Sports W riter

Add two more wins to the Grand
Valley S tate men ’s basketball total
as two Upper Peninsula victims
fell to the Laker wrath this past
week.
On Thursday, Michigan Tech
continued their long season (6-13,
0-11 in GLIAC play) by getting
demolished, 89-70, by a far
superior GV squad.
The game was never in doubt as
the Lakers built an early 23-10
lead and never looked back. Their
advantage swelled to 48-31 by
halftime, as the Lakers shot 20 of
38 (.526) from the field while
forcing 17 MTU turnovers.
Sophomore Shawn O’Mara led
the way for GV, coming off the
bench to score nine of his 11
points in the opening stanza.
The second half wasmoreofthe
same as the Lakers built their
biggestmaigin(84-50)onaCharlie
Mandt (11 points) layup with a
little over five minutes to play.
The Huskies managed a little
self respect from that point, as
they outscored G V 20-5 the rest of

the Way. Pete Hoffman was the
catalyst, scoring 16 of his game
high 23 points during the spurt.
Co-captains Ed Finch, Terry
Smith and Kent Wiersma showed
thier senior leadership by leading
the Lakers. Finch ended with 15
points and three steals, while Smith
contributed 14. Wiersma played a
fine all-around game with 13
points, 7 rebounds, 5 assists, and 3
steals.
On Saturday, GV romped past
Northern Michigan, 109-91, while
alsoavengingan earlierthree point
loss to the Wildcats in Marquette.
The contest was highlighted by
incredible Laker shooting, 31 of
52 (.596) for the game, and marred
by an abundance of personal fouls.
Seven players fouled out, five
for NMU, as 62 personals were
called. GV made the most of their
opportunities, hitting on a school
record 39 of 51 free throw attempts.
Grand Valley jumped all over
Northern early, building a quick
18-6 advantage. Finch led the
barrage with 12 of his game high
32 points.
The Wildcats had a late spurt to
cutthe halfune margin to 5043, as

both teams were shooting well
NMU hit on 55% of their field
goals while the Lakers were even
better at 61% in the half.
GV erased any hopes for a
Wildcat upset as they went on a
16-6 run to open die second half.
Finch led the spurt once again by
scoring half of the Laker points.
The Lakers slowly built the lead
to their largest of the game (82-62)
on a vicious slamdunk by O 'Mara.
Northern could never recover as
GV pushed their record to 19-5
and 9-3 in GLIAC play.
The Lakers were led by Finch’s
32 points on 9 of 13 shooting. He
also established a conference
record by hitting on all five of his
three-point attempts.
Wiersma added 21 on 7 of 8
shooting and Smith contributed
12, while Steve Harvey and Joe
Schuitema split 20 markers
between them.
Grand Valley returns to the road
this week, traveling to Tri-State
(Indiana) to play Hillsdale on
Thursday night, and visiting
Wayne State in the Motor City on
Saturday.
Jerry Smith shoots over the head o f Wildcats Don Goheski in a 109-91
Laker Win.
Photo / Julie Edinger

GVSU Women Defeat Huskies, Lose Comeback
Game to NMU
Senior center Sherrie Davenport
went 3 for 3 and is leading the
nation in Division II free throw
percentage. Davenport was also
the leading rebounder in
Thursday’s game against the
Huskies when she pulled down 9
boards.
All five starting Lakers scored
double figures on a night that saw
a whole team effort.
On Saturday, the Lakers faced
the Northern Michigan Wildcats
and found themselves down 13

points with only three minutes left
in the game. Coach Pat BakerGryzb thought her team needed a
time out, and whatever was said in
that time out sparked the Lakers to
pull within three points with 11
seconds remaining. In the end, the
Wildcats held off a reborn Grand
Valley team and won the game 8671.
If one thing was seen from the
Lakers two game home stand, it

G.V. Ski Hill Open

By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer

Laker Carrie. Dillon hits her shot despite a heart breaking loss to the
Wildcats.
Photo 1 Ju,ie Edin8er

was the return of Karrie Williams.
Williams was theleading scorer in
both games as she hit 22 and 27
points. On Saturday, she was also
the leading rebounder with 11
rebounds.
The Lakers fell to 14-9 overall
and 6-6 in the conference. This
week the Lakers hit the road once
again to face Hillsdale on Thursday
and Wayne State on Saturday.

For all the people of Grand
Valley who are enjoying this arctic
weather, there is something
available for you to “live it up.”
The ski hill, behind Kistler
House, is open this winter to the
public. Since it was only open for
-eek and a half last winter, this
is the first time the ski hill has
really been usable in the last five
years.
Grand Valley Campus
Recreation is running the ski hill.
Provided skiers have their own
equipment, sessions are only one
dollar per skier. “You can’t go
skiing anyplace else for a dollar,”
said Leroy Hackley of Campus
Recreaton.
Skiers without equipment can
rent a ski package which consists
of skis, boots, and poles for five
dollars a day or four dollars per
session. Also, cross country skis

dollars a day.
But what if you don’t ski? Or
are tired of skiing?
Skiing is not all that Campus
Recreation and the ski hill provide.
Right next to the ski hill, there is a
toboggan run open for sledding.
Also, if you’ve just been dying to
skate on the Zumberge pond,
there’s a pond near the ski hill
that’s much safer for skating.
If it gets too cold to bear, the
Chalet serves as a good place to
warm up.
The ski hill has been a success
so far, as Campus Recreation made
about $80 the first two days the ski
hill was open.
Winter enthusiasts must hurry,
as Mother Nature is the biggest
factor in the life of the ski hill.
Since it doesn’t have a snow
making machine, the ski hill will
be open only as long as there is
snow on the ground.
The ski hill is open every day of
the week. For more information,
call the Chalet at 895-3350.
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His effort gave him a fifth place in
the competition.
The men’s 50 hurdle runner, Bob
The men and women doubled Verbrugge, showed his versatility
up on Friday to set the pace at their by placing fourth in the hurdle
home meet, a rapid one which gave event, second in the 300 meter run,
their oppbnents much trouble.
and fourth in the long jump, with a
The invitational included teams 21’l/21eap.
from Ferris State, Lansing
In the high jump, there were two
Community College, Macomb CC, GVSU finishers, Wade Sikkema
Manchester College, Michigan andRobKurtycz. Sikkema took a
Christian, M ichigan Tech, first, and Kurtycz placed fourth.
Southwestern Community, and
In the women’s competition,
Tri-State University.
the Lakers continue to show their
The Laker men were successful competitors who’s in control.
in fighting off their competitors,
In the high jump, freshman Julie
as they beat Aquinas College and Edinger lead a 1-2 finish with
took a close second to Ferris.
another record tying 5’2 attempt.
Chad Snover started off by The other GVSU. high jumpers,
helping his team gain points in the Connie Klein, JulieTherkisen, and
shot put, with a toss of 42’5-l/4. Karey Anderson all tied for second
By Franklene Hodges

Sports Writer

Jeff VanMeter holds off the
competition in the 800 at the GV
Invitational.
Photo!Julie Edinger

FUJI TAPE
PRESENTS.
NOT
ALL M BAS
ARE
CREATED
EQUAL
The better the business
school, the better your job
oppor tumties. And to better the
likelihood of getting into your
first-choice school, your best bet
is Kaplan's GMAT prep course.
Make it your business to call.

E filu fiu l
STANKVH.KAFlANEDUCATIONAL(INTHLID.

Devos Hall, Grand Rapids
Sunday, Feb. 26 at 8pm
Tickets available at the box office
by calling 456-3333. Also available
at select Beheve-ln M ukic Stores

2627 Hast Hell line S.li.
Grand Rapids, M l 49606
9 6 3 -9701

with 5’jumps.
Regina Brewer broke the school
record in the triple jump with a
35’ 1/2 leap.
The long distance runners
showed their strength, as J^dker
Bobbi Bailey headed a GV 1-^-5
sweep in the 5000.
Mary Fran Peterlin continued
her successful, record breaking
ways, heading up the Laker
domination in the 50 hurdles,
breaking her own record with a
time of 7.56. Peterlin also took an
easy first in the 600 meter dash.
Krystal Mack broke another
school record, this one in the 400
meterdash. She ran a58.04, taking
a very close second to the Ferris
competition. Coach Martin said
of her performance, “Krystal was
in a very fast heat. I know she will
win this event in the conference
meet.”
M artin was happy with
everyone’s performances, saying
“In the Invitational, if there would
have been an overall score taken
on the 10 point scale, we would
have beaten Ferris State 210 to
134.” He has high hopes for the
upcoming conference meet,
saying, “Ferris State and Saginaw
Valley will truly be our real
competition in theconferencemeet
on Saturday.”

Hoop Hysteria
By Tim Padot
Sports Writer

Is it because he is the second
leading scorer in the nation, the
leading canidate for Freshman of
the Year, and because he broke
Pete Maravich’s single-game
scoring record at LSU when he
scored 52 points against Ten nesee?
Yes.
Chris Jackson is for real, he can
put the ball in the hoop...pcriod!
But when we talk about the
freshmen we have to be careful.
The class of 1992 is already being
touted as the best to come out of
school, ever.
Don McLean of UCLA,
Anthony PcelerofMissouri,Billy
Owens of Syracuse, Alonzo
Mourning of Georgetown, Chris
Millsof Kentucky, Laphonzo Ellis
of Notre Dame, and Christopher J.
Any one of these players are
capable of winning the honors.
Oh, the matchup of Owens and
Alonzo finally came to light on
Monday. Alonzo left the Syracuse
team in Mourning. He had 14
points, nine rebounds and five
blocked shots as Georgetown
dropped Syracuse to the tune of
61-54. The big man for Syracuse
was Derrick “The Dunk” Coleman
of Detroit Northern. Coleman hit
22 points and snatched 10
rebounds.
Big Ten news on the homefront.
Indiana won two games this week
against Purdue and Northwestern.
The Hoosicrs now stand at 10-1 in
the Big Ten and I feel they have a
share of the title rapped up.
More bad news for Michigan.
Guard Kirk Taylor will undergo
knee surgery on Tuesday and he
could miss the rest of the season.
Minnesota still in upset heaven
as
Mary Fran Peterlin concentrates on they defeated their fourth Top
Twenty team (Illinois, Iowa, Ohio
her start in the mile relay
Photo IJulie Edinger
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start too
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you Call
USA F O F F IC E R R E C R U ITIN G
1-800-IG O -U S A F TO LL FREE

State) when they slapped Michigan
88-80. If I could ask Bill Friedcr
one question, it would probably
be, “Bill, do you have a
conscience?”
Out in the Big East, Pittsburgh
also beat their fourth Top Twenty
team (Oklahoma, Seton Hall,
Syracuse) when they edged
G’Town 79-74.
In the Top Twenty last week,
eight of the top ten teams fell, and
Oklahoma found itself back on top
after they had three great wins.
They topped Missouri 112-105,
Arizona 82-80,and IowaState 12697. Weak and tender teams of the
week are Louisville ( L Florida St.
81-78 and L UCLA 77-75) and
Iowa (L Michigan 108-107 and
Wisconsin 65-54).
The toughest schedule of this
coming week could be Syracuse,
who plays at G’Town and at
Providence, or itcouldgo to Honda
State who plays Louisville and
Memphis State. Florida State is
one of tho.se teams with only two
losses, but I guarantee they won’t
have only two losses by next week.
Monday West Virginia downed
St. Bonnaventure 80-72. Big deal
you ask? It is considering that win
was their 19th in a row. But before
we get all teary eyed, they have a
very weak schedule.
The more the season goes on,
the more I like those teams that
never get above the number two
spot and they never fall below
number eight. Teams like
Louisville, G ’Town, North
Carolina, and Missouri look like
they could go far with senior
leadership.
Second Look
Arizona, Duke, Florida State,
Michigan, and West Virginia arc
all overrated.
G ’Town, Louisville, North
Carolina, Indiana, and Georgia
Tech arc underrated.

Laker Athlete
of the Week

Hoopster Ed Finch receives his sec
ond Faker Athlete of the Week award
lor hi's strong performances in two
conference games last week. Finch, at [
lhe forward spot, used his senior lead
ership to guide the Lakers to two ex
plosive wins against Michigan Tech)
and Northern Michigan.
Against the Huskies, the co-captain
finished with 15 points and three steals!
in the 89-70 Laker effort.
Against the Wildcats, Finch almost)
immediately scored 12 points to gather |
an 18-6 Laker lead, en route to his
game high 32.
lunch went nine-for-13 in his shoot
ing el torts on the day. He was a perleci five for five on attempts outside ofI
the three poi nt arc, e stabl ishing a G re at f
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Confer
ence record

.A.S Schaefermoumc>,aicn8csforthcnlweM
Sees It
basement. Well, let’s get down to
the business at hand. "
I pick San Diego as the 89' NL
West champion. The Padres have
three qualities that make them my
favorites. First, the Padres are
loaded with pitching. Evidence-a
rotation of Eric Show, with 16
wins, Dennis Rasmussen, also with
16 wins, newly aquired Bruce
Hurst, and former Tiger Walt
Terrell. The bullpen features an
overpowering arm in the person of
Mark Davis and an up and comer
in rookie Greg Harris.
Second, the Padres have added
some punch with the addition of
slugger Jack Clark (27HR) via a
trade with the Yankees.
Third, Jack McKeon still has
prospect Sandy Alomar Jr to dangle
as trade bait for another hitter.
Thus, the Padres look to be in their
best form since the 1984 season.
Second place will go to the

By Steve Schaefer

Sports W riter

First, I would like toexplain last
week’s article. Apparently one of
our typists could not read my
longhand last week; Chris Sabo
became Chris Sabs and Ryne
Sandberg became Lyne Sandbergonly a few among many examples.
So from now on, I guess that I will
have to type my own articles to
maintain a sense of understanding.
Second, this year’s National
League West race looks to be the
closest and most exciting pennant
race of 89'. I expect three teams,
Cinncinnati, Los Angeles, and San
Diego to challenge for the NL West
crown. However, San Francisco,
Atlanta, and Houston will only

We Project
The Better
Image!
A/V Equipment • Quality Photo
Finishing • Cameras • Film • Darkroom
Supplies * Knowledge and Experience.

ARDEN’S

PH O TO 'M ART/A UDIO * VISUAL, INC.

1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881

World Champion L.A. Dodgers
and Tommy (Mr. Pasta) Lasorda..
The Dodgers have lost second
baseman Steve Sax through free
agency to the Yankees, but have
compensated for him in the persons
of first baseman Eddie Murray and
second baseman Willie Randolph.
I look for the Dodgers to mount
a serious challenge to the Padres if
two things happen. First, they
need a healthy return from
Fernando Valenzuela. Second, the
Dodgers need aging hitters like
Murray and Randolph to have solid
offensive seasons. L.A. has a better
lineup than last year and an
improved defense, but at this point
I

H
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the Padres look stronger.
Cincinnati isablgquestion mark
for '89. On one hand, stars like
Eric Davis, Barry Larkin, and John
Franco look capable to lead the
Reds to the pennant However,
supporting players like Tom
Browning, Chris Sabo, and Danny
Jackson need to repeat their Solid
’88 performances in order to make
such a goal possible.
Also, to get Pete Rose and the
Reds out from under the Padres
and Dodgers, newcomer first
baseman Todd Benzinger needs to
continue the RBI pace he had in
Boston last year.
Houston steps up a notch from
’88 in order to claim the number
four slot in the NJL. West this
season. The Astros must add

2600

REV.
DOUGLAS
PEDERSON

UNITED
METHODIST

CHURCH

Seventh
MV
Grand
Rapids

1 1 fin 45W693

VAN’S
TRO PHY SHOP
FOR ALL YO UR AWARD
AND ENGRAVING NEEDS
INCLUDING:

TROPHIES
PLAQUES
MEDALS
RIBBONS
CERTIFICATES

)

7649 RIVERVIEW DR.
RIVERVIEW PLAZA
JENISO N. Ml 4 9 4 2 8

457-2540

For Sale
ISLA N D FR O M $299.00
Pkg. includes: roundtrip air,
transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach
parties, free lunch, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes and
more ! ! ! Organize small group,
FOR SALE: Beautiful emerald earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113
green formal dress. Very classy or (203)967-3330.
17-5tc
and expensive. Strapless,
T-length, made of lamay material.
One year old, perfect condition.
Wanted
Asking $75 or best offer. Call
784-2435 after 6 p.m. 18-tfnc
W RITERS AND ARTISTS
1979 M e r c u r y M o ntego, for The Lanthorn. M ust be
dependable car. good heater. Must energetic, and able to meet
deadlines. Prior experience
sell. $300. Call 531-3467.
2 1 - l t p preferred, but not necessary. For
more info or to apply, stop into
The Lanthorn office, lower level
Meetings
Kirkhof Center, 895-3120 or
tfnc
Come meet GVSU's P u b l i c 895-3608.
R elatio ns S tu d en t Society
of America. Our next meeting EXPERIENCE TH E "World's
is Mon., Feb. 27 at 6:30 p.m. First National Park” high in the
Gain
KC/Cabin D. Jock Bliss, APR, Rocky M ountains.
director of public relations for experience in the hospitality
GVSU, will be our guest speaker. industry while earning above
minimum rates. Seasonal
employment opportunities, May
Services
through October. For application
write: TW Recreational Services,
RESEARCH PAPERS.
Employment
Office 5034,
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog
Yellowstone
National
Park, WY
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
82190
or
call
30
734
4- 790 1
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025,
ext.
5323
or
4
0
68
4
8
-7481.
Toll Free (800) 351-0222,
AA/EOE
19-2tp
Ext. 33. VISA/MC OR COD.
1979 Jeep CJ-7, runs well, in
good condition, all-terrain radials,
asking
$2000.
Call
895-5740 o r 669-5849.
21-ltp

tfnc

Spacious, furnished apartments
The alternative you deserve.
U A
G R A N D VALLEY
'■ y 1
A PA RTM EN TS

m

another hitter to a weak lineup,
save first baseman Glenn Davis
(30 home runs last season) in order
to go anywhere. But, a pitching
staff including such names as Mike
Scott, Jim DeShaies, BobKnepper,
Rick Rhoden, and Dave Smith
definitly will be a strength.
Who knows? Maybe the Astros
can swing the deal to bring troubled
third baseman Wade Boggs to
Houston and be a real force in the
West.
SanFranciscodefinidy has some
talented players; i.e. first baseman
Will Clark (29HR 109RBI), and
of Brett Butler, with his .287
batting average.
However, leading pitchers like
Rick Ruechel (19 wins in ’88) and
see Schafer p.12

A

Right on the south edge of campus

PHONE: 895-6351

Varnum,
Riddering,
Schm
idt
&
Howlett,
a Grand
T Y P I N G - Fast, accurate, Rapids law firm is looking
for
professional. Will type reports, temporary summer housing from
term papers, resumes, etc. Call
4 5 6 - 6851 or 538-5267 after mid-May to the end of August for
its summer associates. We are
5:30 p.m.
18-5tp interested
in furnished apartments
or
houses.
Please contact Cindy
TYPING- Term papers, resumes,
Shaver
at
459-4186, ext.
etc. Reasonable rates. Call
2600.
21 -eow4tc
WORD
PROCESSING
~ SERV ICES O F JENISON at
457- 1903 today!
20-4tp
CLASSIFIED ADS w anted
NEED PAPERS TYPED? for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first
Call Mike’s Print Shop. Located 15 words. 15? for each additional
on campus! Overnight service word. $1.00 for border. All ads
possible. We type papers fast and must be prepaid. The Lanthorn
at a price a college student can office is in the lower level of
AFFORD! Call 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The
895-7312.
19-4tp Lanthorn. Grand Valley Stale
University, Allendale, MI 49401.
Deadline is six days prior to
publication (Thursday at 5pm).
Travel
For our 10 words for $1 GVSU
SPRING
B R E A K student rate show your I.D. at the
Lanthorn office.
N A SSA U /PA R A D ISE
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H q s H * < s club that could make some noise in
s A S S O K M S f the playoffs. Jay Humphries has
emerged as a quality point guard
and Terry Cummings is possibly
enjoying his best season as a pro.
Pheonix is a fun team to watch, as
they
possess some fine scorers in
By M ark Halstead
Tom
Chambers,
Armon Gilliam, and
Sports Writer
Eddie Johnson; but the key has been
Kevin Johnson’s development at
NBA MitbStaMa Repflrt
point guard. Their lack of physical
With the NBA All-Star break just low-postplayers will hurt them come
behind us, I thought it would be play-off time.
appropriate to talk about what has What about our Pistons? Chuck
unfolded thus far around the league. Daly and the gang have showed
Among the surprises have been their depth by overcoming injuries
the Cleveland Cavaliers, Milwaukee to Joe Dumars and Rick Mahom.
Bucks, and Pheonix Suns. TheCavs Dennis Rodman has proven that
have the best starting five in the he needs more minutes, as he has
league, but that is where it ends. become a big-time rebounder and
Brad Daugherty, Ron Harper, Larry the best one-on-one defender in the
Nance, and Mark Price are all NBA.
superstars but if one of them goes Adrian Dantley has quieted the
down to injury, it could spell doom. trade rumors with solid play of late,
The B ucks are a solid experienced and John Salley has shown flashes
c

C»net

of brilliance since starting at the
power forward slot.
The Pistons are still the team to
beat in the East once post-season
play starts, because of their
tremendous depth.
Look for the Houston Rockets to
seriously challenge the Lakers in
the West, as they possess a solid
team that should start tojell once the
playoffs begin.

point guard to power forward and
his smooth play is a joy to watch.
Malone, a.k.a. ‘The Mailman”, has
more then delivered thus far.
Olajuwon barely gets the nod over
Patrick Ewing, while Jordan and
“Magic” are by far the best at their
positions.
“Coach of the Year” - is Rick
Pi tino of the New York Knicks, who
has posted a 32-16 record on a
minimum amount of talent. His
team’s open style of play makes
them capable of beating anyone at
anytime.
“Rookie of the Year” - goes to
Willie Anderson of the San Antonio
Spurs. He is the only first year
player to be shooting over 50% as
his strong play has given Spur fans
something to look forward to in the
future.
“Player of the Year” - is none
other then Jordan. Head and
shoulders above anyone in the league

despite being double and triplcteamed almost every game. Jordan
has taken a tremendous beating,
which could cause him tp become a
little more human late in the season
and in the playoffs.

Schafer fronp. 11
Mike Krukow are aging and in need
of
young arms to complement them.
Mid-Term Honors
In 1989, the Giants are destined
for fifth place unless young pitchers
It is always hard to select an Alllike Terry M ulholland, Eric
NBA team at this point, but thus far
Gunderson,and
Mike Remlingercan
these five players have emerged as
either
emerge
as
forces in ’Frisco or
the best
be
haded
for
someone
who can.
AH-NPA Team
The
Atlanta
Braves
havea
dismal
F- Chris Mullin (Golden State)
immediate
future,
butabrightdistant
F- Karl'Malone (Utah)
one. In’89, the Braves will probobly
C- Akeem Olajuwon (Houston)
reign
as the NL West’s cellar
G- Michael Jordan (Chicago)
dwellers.
Aging stars like Dale
G- Magic Johnson (LA Lakers)
Murphy (24HR) and Ted Simmons,
Mullin plays every position from
.196 batting average, definitly have
lost a step or two.
Yet on the horizon, I see good
things for the Braves, encompassed
in a host of talented young hurlers.
Players
like lefty Kent Merckncr,
Compiled by Sarah Stinson
Derek Lilliquist, Pete Smith, and
The men's basketball team ended Oakland University's school record 13 game home win streak with a 86-78Laker win .. .x John Smoltz could lead the Braves
Seniorforward Ed Finch had seven straight games with 20 or more points and was 15 of21 from three point land in three to at leastrespectibility, if not several
games the last week.... Finch was also a GUAC Player of the Week nominee.... The men lead the Great Lakes Conference pennants. Youngsters like third
in three point accuracy, with a 46.8% per game average.... Three Lakers are on that top ten list, with freshman Joe baseman Ron Gant(l9HR), second
baseman Jeff Blauser, and Tommy
Shcuitema heading it up at a dominant 59.1%.;.. The team also leads the league in scoring offense, with a tough 91.3 points Gregg
also look to be promising.
a game....
As long as the Braves are patient
Sherrie Davenport was the women's league Player of the Week, as she tied a school record, hitting eightfor eightfloor with these younger players, the older
shots and finished with a career high 23 points against Oakland. Davenport is leading the nation in Division IIfree throw ones like Dale Murphy may actually
percentage.... Teammate Carrie Dillon is onfour of the six league performance top ten lists (scoring, rebounding,field goal see a pennant in Atlanta in a few
percentge, andfree throw percentage).... When the women played theirfirst ever double overtime game, against FSU .they years.
week I will explore the N.L.
defeated the Buldogs 90-86 and Shelli Nemeth scored a career high 2 7 points.... The team leads the league in rebound EastNext
and see if any team can dethrone
margin, with a 8 3 per game differential....
the Mets.

Laker Leaders

e - js s r

1 0 2 5 5 -9 5 4 2 n d Avenue
A llendale, M l 4 9 4 0 1
(6 1 6 ) 8 9 5 -6 6 7 8

FALL RENTAL INFORMATION

*New tenant sign-ups will begin at 9am, March 16th, 1989 at the swim
ming pool office. An initial $115.00 deposit is required.
*CAMPUS VIEW Apartments is now leasing for next fall for CAMPUS VIEW ten
ants. RETURNING students may sign up prior to March 3rd, 1989 by contacting
apartment management.
•Studio, one bedroom and two bedroom floor plans offered for one to six people.
Fully furnished, including drapes, sofa or loveseat, end tables and lamps, twin beds, desks,
chairs, chest/dresser
•Quiet buildings provided.
^
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For more i n f o r m a t i o n , c a l l ( 6 1 6 ) 6 9 5 - 6 6 7 8
______ b e tw e e n 1 - 5pm

